
THE MISSION:  You must create a business that plays a role in benefitting the community in which you live.  You may choose a business that focuses on services 
and offers goods or a business that focuses on goods and offer services!  

Persuasive Business Paragraph 4!  Conclusion Paragraph
Sentence 1:   Closing Lead: (Remind the reader about the interesting aspects of your business!)

In conclusion, you will be unstoppable with the tasty poppable 
popcorn of Barripop!

Sentence 2:   Restate Purpose: (Remind the reader of the purpose of your business.)

Keep in mind, BarriPop will provide you with the best popcorn 
experience ever.

Sentence 3:    Restate Thesis: (Write a detail or example that supports the topic sentence!)

Always remember, BarriPop is a great business because of its 
sizzling services and irresistible products.

Sentence 5:   Closing Summation Sentence: (Review (using different words) a reason we should support your business!)

Let BarriPop butter your world!
Put it altogether!  Now, indent and write a complete paragraph!

In conclusion, you will be unstoppable with the tasty poppable 
popcorn of Barripop!  Keep in mind, BarriPop will provide you with 
the best popcorn experience ever.  Always remember, BarriPop is a 
great business because of its sizzling services and irresistible 
products.  Let BarriPop butter your world!

Conclusion (Transition words):
 to conclude (with)  as a final point,  eventually,  at last,  in brief
finally  in the end,  finally,  lastly,  on the whole
summing up  to conclude in conclusion as I have shown hence
as a result consequently don’t forget remember keep in mind
always remember in summary to summarize
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The conclusion paragraph is summary of the main points of the essay!
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